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Introduction 

Tracking measures of distressi can create channels of empowerment throughout a community. The idiom 
“that which goes unmeasured goes unno ced” serves as a reminder of the need for effec ve and 
changing community metrics to illuminate unseen pa erns. Over the last 20 years, federal requirements 
and expecta ons around measuring distress have increased but the measuring and recording of distress 
has stayed somewhat the same.1 Expanding the horizons of widely used measures of economic distress 
starts to paint a more complete picture of local economic development challenges, opportuni es, and 
the resources needed to ensure quality of life. Economic distress measures serve as important tools for 
local economic development professionals, providing structure and narrowing focus on key areas of 
investment. The use of distress measures can illuminate unseen challenges and enable professionals to 
formulate strategies and jus fy resource alloca on tailored to address the unique needs, stresses, and 
opportuni es within their locali es. A keen iden fica on of distress measures plays a crucial role in 
fostering sustainable and equitable economic growth at the local level.  

Addressing community distress is a cornerstone responsibility of economic developers. At its core, 
economic development is not just about boos ng financial metrics or a rac ng businesses; it's about 
enhancing the quality of life for all residents. When parts of a community face economic hardships, such 
as unemployment, lack of access to essen al services, or declining infrastructure, it can lead to broader 
societal challenges, from increased crime rates to reduced educa onal opportuni es. Economic 
developers, therefore, have the impera ve task of iden fying these distress signals and implemen ng 
strategies to alleviate them. By doing so, they not only ensure economic growth but also foster a more 
equitable, resilient, and vibrant community for everyone. 

This paper serves as a roadmap to understand the current landscape of distress measures and the 
origins of distress metrics in economic development, as well as to guide prac oners toward using 
distress measures, both tradi onal and novel, within the local economic development context.   

Uses of Economic Distress Measures 

Economic distress data is most commonly used in two key areas of economic development: applying for 
federal assistance and strategic planning.  

Eligibility for Federal Assistance 
In recent years, federal requirements around data-driven designa ons of distress have increased 
including the expansion of defini ons of distress,2 the introduc on and expansion of geospa al mapping 
to support applicants,3 and requirements around data management planning.4 Federal agencies, through 
authori es and resources authorized through the DATA Act (2014), the GREAT Act (2019), and the 
Streamlining Federal Grants Act (2023), have increased technical assistance offerings to assist poten al 
applicants in mee ng the increase in requirements. . 

i Defini ons of measures of distress can vary greatly. The purpose of distress measures is to iden fy popula ons that are 
impoverished or under resourced in order to invest funds to those places and popula ons who have been historically 
underfunded, barred from access to capital, exploited for land, work, or natural resources, or otherwise have experienced long 
periods of poverty and low economic upward mobility.  
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Many federal programs allocate funding based on demonstrable need according to predetermined 
distress measures. Some of these alloca ons are automa c, or formula grants; Medicaid,5 Community 
Development Block Grants (CDBG),6 Supplemental Nutri on Assistance Program (SNAP),7 Emergency 
Food Assistance Program (TFAP),8 Workforce Innova on and Opportunity Act (WIOWA),9 and others are 
funds allocated based on popula on of need according to their predetermined distress metrics. Some 
alloca ons are compe ve, requiring applicants to demonstrate distress to be awarded funding. Both 
automa c and compe ve awards generally use similar metrics of distress in alloca on, though for 
compe ve awards, measures of distress need to be discovered and given context by the community to 
create a compelling applica on. Focusing on frequently used measures such as poverty rate, per capita 
median income, and unemployment rate help to create a lens of focus around dispari es in the 
workforce and wealth within communi es and may shed light on local issues that expand tradi onal 
local metrics of distress.  

For a loca on to have the best chance of allevia ng economic distress, it is impera ve that the distress 
metrics for that area are accurate and stewarded by the community themselves. Na onal data provides 
broad insight, but o en needs to be paired with locally derived data to most effec vely uncover and 
address pockets of distress. 

Strategic Planning and Resource Allocation 
Local stewardship of data is predominately supported by local legisla ve and planning efforts. For 
example, a policymaker needs to know the status of impoverished children and families within their 
district; a planning organiza on needs to understand the loca on of food deserts to be er understand 
where to try to recruit a grocery store or farmers market. Expanding beyond the distress criteria most 
commonly used today can enable economic development professionals to strategically plan and allocate 
resources where they are most needed. By iden fying areas that are economically lagging, or facing 
challenges such as high unemployment, low-income, or sweeping business closures, economic 
development professionals can formulate targeted strategies to alleviate these issues. Quality metrics 
that drive planning and legisla ve ac on are o en guided by ques ons from those that exist within the 
distress that is being measured. For example, ques ons such as “why doesn’t child x have access to y 
resource?” and “why does the bus route to x neighborhood take y minutes longer than another one 
close by?” When developing local measures of economic distress, ques ons from across the community 
can help frame new measures of distress. A review of the Introduc on to the Access, Process, and 
Outcome Framework for Equity in Economic Development may help establish procedures to ensure 
diversity in measurement. 

Using a diverse suite of distress criteria, outside the unemployment, industry, and wage informa on that 
is frequently used in economic development planning, can lead to a more nuanced understanding of 
gaps in infrastructure and social systems. This diversity in quan ta ve planning facilitates a responsible 
and ethical process and informed decision-making by providing a data-driven founda on upon which 
strategies and ini a ves can be built. By understanding the specific economic challenges and distress 
factors prevalent in a locality, economic development professionals can tailor their strategies to address 
these issues. This might involve priori zing certain sectors, focusing on specific demographic groups, or 
leveraging local assets to drive economic revitaliza on. 
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Historical Perspective on Economic Distress 

Evalua ng distress across the United States became a common prac ce out of the Depression in the 
1940s. Many programs within the New Deal required new informa on about unemployment, income, 
and distribu on of public funding.10 Due to its origins, in the early stages of economic analysis, 
unemployment rates, bankruptcy filings, and the influx of individuals seeking public assistance were the 
predominant measures of economic distress.11 These indicators, albeit straigh orward, generally only 
captured a superficial layer of the economic hardships faced by individuals and communi es.12  

Limitations of Previous Metrics 
While tradi onal distress indicators were effec ve in capturing explicit indica ons of economic distress, 
they have important limita ons. Tradi onal indicators are predominately reac ve, highligh ng economic 
distress that has already occurred. They also o en fail to account for the underlying systemic issues that 
precipitated economic downturns. Factors such as wage stagna on, underemployment, and the erosion 
of worker rights have been largely overlooked.13 Moreover, tradi onal distress indicators, as wri en in 
federal legisla on, o en do not capture specific segments of the popula on who have been affected nor 
the long-term effects of economic distress, such as the decline in mental well-being, increased substance 
abuse, or the breakdown of community structures.14  

In addi on to the limita ons of simple distress metrics, local economies have become more complex, 
with intricate webs of global trade, technological advancements, and evolving labor markets, that 
necessitate a more comprehensive approach to understanding and measuring economic distress. The 
2008 Global Financial Crisis provides a compelling case study in understanding the shi  in the use of 
distress indicators. Tradi onal distress indicators, coupled with Gross Domes c Product (GDP) and 
changes in the stock market, painted a posi ve picture un l the moment the crisis unfolded, revealing 
the stark disconnect between common indicators of economic distress or health, and the underlying 
economic reality.15 The 2008 crisis underscored the importance of developing and u lizing more robust 
and comprehensive metrics to gauge economic health and preemp vely iden fy signs of distress. This 
evolu on highlights the need for refining and expanding our understanding of economic distress, 
ensuring that metrics and indicators accurately reflect the complexi es of modern economies.16 

Over me, due to advanced methods for collec ng and processing data across the na on, metrics used 
to gauge economic distress have improved. For example, recent decades have seen a shi  towards more 
comprehensive and nuanced economic indicators including a more robust use of calculated indicators 
such as the Genuine Progress Indicator (GPI)ii or the Economic Development Capacity Index (EDCI). 
Addi onally, metrics using disaggregated data, slicing performance on lines of race, age, and income, 
have become more frequently used, beginning the process of shedding light on the contours of 
economic distress within a region.17 This shi  from surface level metrics to more informed indicators has 
created a shi  for economists and policymakers to recognize the importance of understanding the 
underlying causes of economic distress, moving beyond mere symptoma c analysis.18 

ii The Genuine Progress Indicator (GPI) is an alterna ve economic metric to the more commonly used Gross Domes c Product 
(GDP). While GDP measures the total economic output of a country, GPI seeks to provide a more holis c view of economic well-
being by accoun ng for both the posi ve contribu ons and the nega ve externali es associated with economic ac vity. 
Talberth, John, Clifford Cobb, and Noah Sla ery. "The Genuine Progress Indicator: A Tool for Sustainable Development." 
Solu ons Journal 1, no. 5 (2007): 87-95 
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Alignment of Federal Distress Criteria 

Departments and agencies across the federal government have 
programs that address persistent economic distress. The most 
common agencies that provide financial or technical assistance 
are the Department of Commerce, including the Economic 
Development Administra on (EDA), the Department of 
Agriculture (USDA), and the Department of Housing and Urban 
Development (HUD). In some cases, applicants may seek to 
leverage mul ple funding programs to more comprehensively 
address factors contribu ng to distress.  

Understanding not only the programs available from these 
agencies, but also how they can work together, creates pathways 
toward blending distress measures, using these metrics for 
market research and site selec on, and iden fying addi onal 
local metrics that can help be er inform or contextualize these 
federally focused metrics.  

Understanding Economic Distress through the Lens of 
the Economic Development Administration  
As the only agency focused en rely on economic development, 
the EDA plays a cri cal role in in iden fying, measuring, and 
distribu ng funds as guided by measures of economic distress.19 
EDA plays a pivotal role in fostering regional economic 
development efforts in areas experiencing economic distress. 
Understanding how EDA defines economic distress and how this 
defini on has evolved over me provides insight into the 
approach towards promo ng economic growth and resilience. 

The Public Works and Economic Development Act,20 which 
provides authori es for many of EDA’s programs, primarily 
defines economic distress in terms of unemployment and per 
capita income levels. Specifically, an area is considered to be 
experiencing economic distress if it has an unemployment rate 
that is, at a minimum, one percentage point higher than the 
na onal average, or per capita income that is 80% or less than 
the na onal average.21 These criteria serve as benchmarks to 
iden fy regions that are struggling economically and may 
therefore benefit from targeted development assistance and 
investment. 

In addi on to these primary criteria, EDA also considers special 
need criteria such as sudden and severe economic disrup ons 
including natural disasters and business closure. These addi onal 

A key example of distress 
metrics expansion is the 
crea on of new programs 
through the American Rescue 
Plan Act or the CHIPS and 
Science Act such as the 
Distressed Area Recompete 
Pilot Program (Recompete). 
Recompete will invest $200 
million to create renewed 
economic opportuni es in 
underinvested or “forgo en” 
areas experiencing persistent 
distress. Rather than focusing 
on unemployment or income, 
the program targets areas 
where prime-age (25-54 
years) employment 
significantly trails the na onal 
average, with the goal to close 
this gap through large, flexible 
investments. 

Both Local Labor Markets 
(LLMs) and Local 
Communi es (LCs) were 
eligible to apply for this 
opportunity based on their 
distress criteria. More 
informa on can be found 
about the Recompete 
Program here.  

USING DISTRESS 
METRICS FOR EDA’S 

RECOMPETE PROGRAM 
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considera ons allow EDA to respond to various economic challenges and disrup ons that may not be 
fully captured by unemployment and income metrics alone. 

Historically, EDA’s approach and criteria for defining economic distress have evolved to reflect the 
changing economic landscape and to address emerging challenges and dispari es. While the core 
criteria related to unemployment and per capita income have remained rela vely consistent, EDA has 
adapted its investment strategies and programs to address various forms of economic distress and to 
support diverse aspects of regional economic development. 

For instance, in the past, EDA has adjusted its focus and programs in response to specific economic 
challenges, such as the decline of manufacturing in certain regions, or the economic impacts of natural 
disasters. EDA has also expanded its scope to address new and emerging forms of economic distress, 
such as those resul ng from global economic shi s, technological changes, or public health crises such 
as the COVID-19 pandemic.22 

Moreover, EDA has increasingly recognized the importance of fostering inclusive and sustainable 
economic development. This has involved not only addressing immediate signs of economic distress but 
also working to enhance long-term economic resilience and inclusivity. This means ensuring that 
economic development efforts benefit all members of the community and enhance the ability of regions 
to withstand and adapt to future economic challenges and disrup ons. 

EDA’s approach to defining and addressing economic distress, while rooted in specific, quan fiable 
criteria related to unemployment and income, has also evolved to encompass a broader understanding 
of economic challenges and dispari es. This evolu on reflects a commitment to addressing the diverse 
nature of economic distress and to fostering economic development that is not only robust but also 
resilient, sustainable, and inclusive. 

New Markets Tax Credit Program: Community Revitalization by Rewarding Private 
Investment 
The New Markets Tax Credit Program (NMTC), originally enacted in 2000, is administered by the U.S. 
Department of the Treasury’s Community Development Financial Ins tu ons Fund. To qualify for the 
NMTC Program, a community must be deemed “Low-Income.” Specifically, the poverty rate for a 
popula on census tract or con guous community area must be at least 20%, or the median family 
income for the tract does not exceed 80% of statewide median family income or metropolitan area 
median family income (for tracts in a metropolitan area).23 In 2004, Congress amended the defini on of 
low-income communi es to include the following: 

 High out-migra on rural county census tracts: In the 20-year period ending with the most recent
year the census was conducted, net out-migra on of inhabitants from the county was at least 10% of
the popula on of the county at the beginning of such period;

 Low-popula on/Empowerment Zone (EZ) Census Tracts: A census tract with a popula on of less
than 2000 if the tract is within an empowerment zone and is con guous to one or more Low-Income
Communi es (LICs);iii and

iii Low-Income Communi es, are designated areas that have specific economic characteris cs, typically characterized by lower-
than-average income levels and other indicators of economic distress. In the context of U.S. tax policy, par cularly with regard 
to Opportunity Zones, a census tract qualifies as a Low-Income Community (LIC) if it meets one of three criteria. 
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 Targeted popula ons: Certain individuals, or an iden fiable group of individuals, including an Indian 
tribe, who are low-income persons, or otherwise lack adequate access to loans or equity 
investments.  

Opportunity Zones (Internal Revenue Service) 
Opportunity Zones are a designed to spur economic development and job crea on in distressed 
communi es. They allow investors to receive tax benefits by inves ng in a Qualified Opportunity Fund, 
which then invests in designated Opportunity Zones. These zones are typically low-income communi es, 
defined as any popula on census tract where the poverty rate is at least 20% or any tract not located 
within a metropolitan area and where the median family income does not exceed 80% of statewide 
median income.24 

Distressed Cities and Persistent Poverty Technical Assistance Program (Department of 
Housing and Urban Development) 
The Distressed Ci es Technical Assistance (DCTA) program offered by HUD aims to improve the capacity 
of distressed ci es and coun es to administer and manage their HUD-funded community development 
programs, especially those experiencing persistent poverty. Eligibility for this program is determined by 
specific criteria, such as having a popula on of 40,000 or fewer, and either a poverty rate of at least 20% 
or having been designated as a Promise Zone or par cipa ng in the Strong Ci es, Strong Communi es 
(SC2) ini a ve.25 

Promise Zones (Department of Housing and Urban Development) 
Promise Zones are high-poverty communi es where the federal government partners with local leaders 
to increase economic ac vity, improve educa onal opportuni es, leverage private investment, reduce 
violent crime, enhance public health, and address other priori es iden fied by the community. The 
eligibility and selec on for Promise Zones involve a compe ve grant applica on where communi es 
must demonstrate a need (e.g., high poverty), a strong local commitment to addressing the problems, 
and a compelling strategy to implement solu ons.26 

Alignment and Divergence in Measures of Economic Distress  

While there are common threads in how federal agencies perceive and measure economic distress, 
notable divergences and poten al gaps warrant a en on. 

Alignment in Distress Measures  
All of the aforemen oned programs, and many other federal programs focused on relieving economic 
distress in one way or another, define distress through unemployment rates or income levels, including 
poverty rate. For example, the Opportunity Zones program iden fies low-income communi es as those 
with a poverty rate of at least 20% or where median family income does not exceed 80% of the 
statewide median. This defini on aligns closely with EDA’s Public Works and Economic Adjustment 
Assistance income-related criteria which states “per capita income is not more than 80% of the na onal 
average,” as well as the Distressed Ci es and Persistent Poverty Technical Assistance program targe ng 
ci es with a poverty rate of at least 20%. 
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Divergences in Distress Measures  
The Promise Zones program, as well as special need criteria, and regional challenge grant eligibility from 
EDA (such as eligibility for the Build Back Be er Regional Challenge or the Recompete Program) place 
emphasis on collabora ve efforts and iden fying novel ways to address workforce gaps as part of their 
eligibility and selec on criteria. This approach diverges from HUD, USDA, and EDA’s more quan ta ve 
and economically focused criteria, introducing a more holis c and strategy-oriented dimension to 
understanding and addressing economic distress. 

Broadening the Scope of Distress: Emerging Leadership 
The more locally centered measures of distress are, the more descrip ve they will be. Several na onal 
coali ons have spent years developing regional and local libraries of descrip ve metrics for measuring 
economic distress. These organiza ons work within either a geographic focus or a sector focus. For 
example, regional commissions focus on distress criterion for regions across the United States,27 while 
many research ins tu ons focus on sectors of distress such as income and wealth, aging, social mobility, 
housing, transporta on, or environmental distress. 

Economic Development Districts 
Economic Development Districts (EDDs) are regions containing at least one geographical area within 
their service boundaries that meets regional distress criteria and are supported by EDA as a mul -
jurisdic onal place-based planning district. EDDs help lead the locally based, regionally driven economic 
development planning process that leverages the involvement of the public, private, and non-profit 
sectors to establish a strategic blueprint (i.e., an economic development roadmap) for regional 
collabora on. Through this effort, EDDs are required to have an EDA-approved Comprehensive Economic 
Development Strategy (CEDS). These requirements for designa on create the structure for these offices 
to steward place-based measures of economic distress and to act as the center for regional innova on 
around expanding to new measures to accurately describe local issues.  

Regional Commissions 
Federal Regional commissions were established in 1965 to address sec ons of the country under notable 
economic distress beginning with the Appalachian Regional Commission. The eight federal commissions 
are comprised of a federal co-chair appointed by the President with advice and consent of the Senate, 
and the governors of each state within the commission. The commissions work to create collec ve 
engagement around improving areas of distress within a region, o en focused on persistent poverty, low 
educa onal a ainment, and low social mobility. Because of their collec ve nature, the commissions can 
strategize around key regional issues while simultaneously upli ing the voices of those smaller loca ons 
with the greatest need.  

Research Organizations 
Non-governmental research organiza ons most commonly work within a single iden fied sector of 
distress. These groups can be a great resource for data and thought leadership around persistent poverty 
and innova ve solu ons building around distress. There are many examples of sector-focused research 
groups developing new literature around distress. The Brookings Ins tute is an example of an 
organiza on focused on a suite of distress spaces and Purdue University is an example of an organiza on 
focused on be er models of economic distress.  
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The Brookings Ins tu on 
The Brookings Ins tu on has produced a library of research about community distress. Although some 
of these publica ons rely on tradi onal measures of distress (e.g., the prime age unemployment rate in 
Helping America’s distressed communi es recover from the COVID-19 recession and achieve long-term 
prosperity), Brookings has also considered relevant equity-focused indicators through its Inclusive 
Economic Indicators Lab (IEI Lab). The IEI Lab has synthesized research efforts regarding inclusive 
economic indicators and compiled them for ease of use. These indicators are divided into three broad 
categories and addi onal subcategories: 

 Economic indicators 

o Growth/prosperity 

o Labor market 

o Income 

o Wealth indicators  

 Economic drivers 

o Business environment 

o Education/talent 

o Housing affordability and access indicators 

  Other enablers 

o Health 

o Public safety/criminal justice 

o Civic engagement 

o Environmental sustainability indicators.  

Purdue University 
Purdue University’s Community Capitals Framework (CCF) is a model developed to understand and 
evaluate the factors contribu ng to community development and sustainability. It iden fies seven types 
of capital (natural, cultural, human, social, poli cal, financial, and built) that communi es can leverage to 
support sustainable development and improve overall community vitality. While it doesn’t specifically 
define economic distress, the CCF provides a comprehensive lens through which to understand and 
assess the various assets and challenges within a community, thereby offering insights into aspects that 
might be contribu ng to economic distress or poten al pathways for fostering economic development 
and resilience.28 

CCF introduces a broader perspec ve by considering various forms of capital (e.g., human, social, 
cultural) as integral to community development and sustainability. This framework diverges from classic 
measures of distress by offering a more complex approach to understanding community vitality and 
economic well-being. 
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Broadening the Scope of Distress: New Metrics and Methods 
Many new metrics of distress incorporate mul ple data sources or a deeper level of analysis to more 
precisely iden fy and evaluate the most distressed por ons of a community. One of the reasons blended 
or mixed methods metrics can be helpful is that o en data quality from distressed areas is lower than 
that in areas with be er resources.29 Using mixed methods data can thus create a mesh to fill gaps in 
poten ally weak quan ta ve areas.30 

Beyond blended metrics, new data sources as well as the disaggrega on of tradi onal demographic 
informa on can help to be er pinpoint and describe economic distress. New data, such as informa on 
from local 311 calls31 or language analysis of local newspapers32, can start to shed light on new areas of 
distress within a community. Disaggrega on of tradi onal metrics can be er inform planners and 
policymakers to segments of the popula on that may be under addi onal distress. A classic example of 
using disaggregated geographic data to determine different resource needs is the evalua on of housing 
and home ownership on the basis of race across the United States.  

Regardless of whether the focus is on blended indices, new distress data , or new techniques in 
disaggrega on, there are some core themes emerge as a through line for all new measures of economic 
distress: 

 Inclusivity and Equity: Current measures might overlook dispari es within communi es, such as 
those related to race, gender, or specific underserved neighborhoods. Incorpora ng metrics that 
highlight such dispari es could ensure that economic development efforts are inclusive and 
equitable. 

 Long-Term Economic Resilience: While exis ng criteria iden fy immediate signs of economic 
distress, there may be a lack of focus on factors that contribute to long-term economic resilience, 
such as educa on, workforce development, climate risk, economic diversity, and technological 
adaptability. 

 Quality of Life: Factors such as healthcare access, housing affordability, and environmental 
sustainability, which significantly impact the quality of life and economic well-being, might be 
underrepresented in current economic distress measures. 

The Promise and Challenges of Using Extended Measures of Distress 
Extending the use of economic distress measures to include indicators associated with equity, resilience, 
and quality of life can provide a more holis c view of the economic health and well-being of a 
community. Incorpora ng these indicators can provide a more inclusive understanding of economic well-
being that goes beyond mere financial and employment sta s cs. Consequently, policymakers can make 
be er informed decisions by considering a broader range of factors affec ng the popula on and policies 
and interven ons can be more targeted to address specific issues.  

Researchers can develop a more comprehensive understanding of economic dynamics by considering a 
broader range of indicators. In turn, this can lead to the development of innova ve solu ons to 
economic challenges by considering diverse aspects of economic well-being, ensuring that economic 
policies and interven ons are designed to promote fairness and reduce inequali es. 
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At the same me, there are no perfect solu ons and when incorpora ng or exploring new measures of 
distress. There are difficul es and challenges to keep in mind: 

 Complexity in Data Collec on and Analysis: Equity, resilience, and quality of life are 
mul dimensional concepts that are challenging to quan fy and measure accurately. 

o Data Availability: Reliable data on these new indicators might be scarce or non-existent in some 
contexts. 

o Standardization: Developing standardized metrics and geographies that are universally 
applicable and accepted can be challenging. 

o Data Infrastructure: Adequate infrastructure might be needed to collect, analyze, and report on 
new indicators. 

o Privacy: Collecting data is collecting information about people; privacy standards must be 
evaluated when collecting and evaluating data.  

 Complexity in Interpreta on: Effec vely construc ng a narra ve around the distress in a community 
is as important as the data collec on itself. Interpreta on fuels ac on. 

o Interpretation: The interpretation of data might become more complex with the addition of 
new variables and analysts and policymakers might require training to understand and utilize 
new indicators effectively. 

o Staffing Capacity: Offices may not have the required staff or time to evaluate and interpret new 
measures of distress.  

o Distribution Channels: It is critical that an office has the distribution and communication 
channels to not only publish information on new measures of distress but also to hold 
conversations about the need for new measures.   

 Policy Implica ons: Selec ng measures of distress to both inform and evaluate policy requires an 
understanding of cons tuent needs and clear communica on around metrics. 

o Policy Alignment: Policies might need to be reevaluated and realigned to cater to the new 
indicators, which can be a complex and politically challenging process. 

o Resource Allocation: There might be conflicts in resource allocation, as focusing on new 
indicators might realign resources from other areas.  

o Structural Inertia: The creation and use of new metrics and measures will not immediately alter 
the mandated use of more traditional indicators currently in use as federal grant eligibility 
criteria.  
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Conclusion 

Tradi onal measures of distress provide a scaffold for analyzing the needs of the local economy but as 
data collec on, surveying, and mixed methods indices become more easily accessible, so does the ability 
to create more detailed, place-based, and forward-looking measures. Increased requirements around 
measurement and evalua on, as well as expanding defini ons of distress, create an opportunity to 
evaluate local economic distress in new ways and can guide how to allocate resources and programs 
towards resolu on. If nothing else, expanding the horizon on distress metrics, from both a geographic 
and sector perspec ve can create shared burden for stewarding local distress metrics, a broader 
audience for describing those metrics, and channels for change.  
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Table of Commonly Used Distress Measures 

 Indicator Source 

Income   

Gini Index (Income Inequality) U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey  

Low to Moderate Income (LMI)  U.S. Dept. of Housing and Urban Development  

Per Capita Income U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey  

Persistent Poverty Indicator U.S. Economic Development Administration  

Poverty Rate U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey  

Workforce   

Educational attainment U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey  

Layoff warn notices U.S. Dept. of Labor 

Low population density U.S. Census Bureau 

Outmigration U.S. Census Bureau, On the Map Tool 

Local economy   

Global Trade Networks U.S. Census Bureau, USA Trade  

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis 

Historical Redlining Information University of Richmond, Mapping Inequality Tool  

General welfare   

Access to health insurance U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey  

Access to mental health resources Mental Health America 

Child Poverty U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey  

Climate Risk Argonne National Labs, CLIMRR 

Infant mortality U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention  

Natural Disaster Declarations Federal Emergency Management Agency  

Section 8 Housing Vouchers U.S. Dept. of Housing and Urban Development  

SNAP Recipients U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Food and Nutrition Service  

Substance abuse Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services 
Administration 

Combined indicators   

Brookings’ Inclusive Economic Indicators The Brookings Institute 

Community Capitals Index Purdue University 

Economic Development Capacity Index Argonne National Labs, National Economic Research and 
Resilience Center 

 Genuine Progress Indicator Gross National Happiness USA  
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